
CURRENT PROBLEMS IN RESEARCH

Molecular Orbital Densities:
Pictorial Studies

Comparisons of the hydrogen, lithium, boron, carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine molecules.

Arnold C. Wahl

K and i label the different molecular
spin orbitals and molecular orbitals,
respectively. In the following, the super-
script tx and subscript K are dropped
in order to simplify the presentation.

In order to find the molecular or-

bitals, the total energy of the molecule
would be varied with respect to the
form of the molecular orbitals and the
minimum found. However, because of
current mathematical obstacles, the
most convenient method of finding the
molecular orbitals wi is to expand them
in terms of a set of suitable expansion
functions Xp'

(D I= CiP XP

For many years physicists and
chemists have been attempting to con-
struct an adequate model of molecular
structure. The major difficulty in con-
structing such a model within a rigorous
mathematical framework arises from
the intractable multidimensional differ-
ential equations which quantum me-
chanics demands as the proper descrip-
tion of such systems of electrons and
nuclei.
One of the most fruitfuL approaches

to this problem was introduced in 1932
by R. S. Mulliken and F. Hurd. In a
now classic paper (1), they developed
the orbital theory or "shell model" that
has proven so useful in molecular spec-
troscopy and as a working intuitive set
of symbols for quantum chemists. The
essence of the theory is that electrons
occupy distinct orbitals which may be
characterized by a set of space and
spin molecular quantum numbers and
from which the total molecule may be
constructed.

Until recently, however, the quanti-
tative accuracy of this orbital model
was poor, and it found its greatest use
as an interpretive tool. Today, because
of the rapid development of large elec-
tronic computers and the concurrent
sophistication in their use, it has be-
come possible to perform the tremend-
ous amount of algebra and arithmetic
associated with the rigorous mathemat-
ical calculation of the exact properties
of this shell model for diatomic mole-
cules (2-5). An important outcome of
these calculations is that the model is
now documented and its usefulness is
being demonstrated (6-9). However, if
the advances and refinements of this
model can be described only in complex
mathematical language or in terms of
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vast undigestable (and often misleading)
numerical tables, they will have limited
value.

Further, it has been as a general,
qualitative symbol that such models of
molecular structure have proven very
useful in providing new concepts for
both experimental and theoretical in-
vestigators.
The above considerations motivated

the present computational task of dis-
playing directly these calculated molec-
ular orbital and total molecular densi-
ties. I also hope that this effort provides
an example of the presentation of com-
puter computations in an obvious, com-
pact, and provocative way, making a
part of the rich rewards of these calcu-
lations more readily available to a wider
and therefore potentially more fertile
audience.

Review of Theory

According to molecular orbital theory
(1), the electronic structure of, for ex-
ample, the fluorine molecule (F2) is
written (2)

Ig2lO.u220g2 20,i 1g4 30rg2 l 7rgl +

This indicates that there are two elec-
trons in the lUg,, la,,, 2ag, 2o,,, and 3a,
shells and four electrons in the 17r and
I7rg shells; II-+ is the spectroscopic no-
tation for the ground state of the Fe
molecule. The corresponding electron
configurations of the molecules studied
in this work are given in Table 1.

Mathematically, the total N-electron
wave function is put forth as an anti-
symmetrical product of molecular spin
orbitals (2, 5).

K =
Itp(XK= (CI(K) 77K

(2)

where the Cip's are determined by the
variational procedure, customarily
through the iterative self-consistent field
process (2, 4, 5).

In practice a very close approxi-
mation to the molecular orbitals can
be obtained in this way. Calculations
of this type using analysis and com-

puter programs developed recently (2,
3) have resulted in the determina-
tion of the molecular orbitals for
a large number of diatomic molecules
in the form of Eq. 2. These functions
(2, 7), which are very close to the
Hartree-Fock (that is, the molecular
orbitals demanded by theory) result,
were used in the pictorial calculations
presented here.

Densities and Contours

At this point, in order to clarify the
diagrams of the shell model, it is con-
venient to introduce two new indices,
A and a, which indicate, respectively,
the symmetry species and subspecies
of the molecular orbitals (o;. The elec-
tronic density pfx associated with the
iAth molecular shell at a point r in
space is defined by

pix(r) = e-N ,xdx\d a-' (r) p
* (r) (3)

where we have now grouped the molec-
ular orbitals (pixa according to their
symmetry species k and subspecies a
and have defined the density of shell
ix which contains Nix electrons in terms
of the sum over the modulus squared
of the dx degenerate molecular orbitals
making up the shell. The total electron
density p (r) of the molecule is then
given by

(1)
where , stands for the~space and spin
coordinates of the uth electron and

p(r) = vi i px (r) (4)

and is thus the sum of the densities of
all shells making up the molecule.
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Table 1. Electron configuration of molecules. Superscript indicates the number of electrons, N,1, occupying molecular shell ix. Number of
diagram (see Figs. 1 to 41) is in parentheses to the right of each symbol. For the m- shells, which consist of two degenerate molecular orbitals,
a molecular orbital, containing half the electrons in the w shell, has been plotted.

Total Molecular shells and index to contour diagrams Spectro-
molecular densitydesigna-density Iir, 2ag 2ju 17ru 3Ig 30eu tion

H2 ( 1) r52 (2) g

He2 loU2 ly +

Li2 ( 3) kg2 (4) ljg2 (5) 2a 2 ( 6) iZ +

Be2 leg2 1aU2 2Zg2 2aU2 1g+
B2 ( 7) 1lg2 ( 8) ru2 ( 9) 2oe2 (10) 2or, (11) 1 u2 (12) axg-
C2 (13) 1eg2 (14) ICU2 (15) 2ag2 (16) 2022 (17) lru4 (18) 12 +

N2 (19) leg2 (20) lau2 (21) 2ag3 (22) 2aU2 (23) 17ru (24) 3g2g (25) lxg+
02 (26) 12rg2 (27) 1 u2 (28) 20g2 (29) 2TU2 (30) 1 rU4 (31) 3Cg2 (32) l7rg2 (33) 32g-
F2 (34) lg (35) lj22 (36) 20g2 (37) 2jU2 (38) 1w,,4 (39) 3o (40) 1rg4 (41) 2g

Ne, leg2 lau2 2ag2 17ru4 3Og2 lTg4 3ou2 1Zg+

The density associated with one of
the dx degenerate molecular orbitals
(puxa making up shell iX is

p x,, (r) = pix (r)/dx (5)

which is just the shell density divided
by the number of degenerate molecular
orbitals making up the shell. In the dia-
grams presented in this article it is the
total density (Eq. 4) and the orbital
density (Eq. 5) which have been plotted.
[For ,r symmetry, dx = 1, and thus
the orbital density equals the shell den-
sity; for 7r symmetry in diatomic mole-
cules dx = 2, and the orbital density
equals ½/2 the shell density. The molecu-
lar shells and their occupation Nix are
given in Table 1 for the molecules
studied. The only molecular symmetries
occurring in this work are ag, all, r,
and rg (1).]

In what follows, the symmetry indices
A and a of the orbital density pix. (r)
will be suppressed, since they are un-
necessary for the description of the
contour drawing process.
An orbital contour line indicating a

density C in the XZ (p and pi for di-
atomic molecules are cylindrically sym-
metric about the z-axis and plots in
any plane containing this axis convey
complete density information) plane
may be defined by the equation,

pi (x, z) = C

and its path by the relation,

Ax+AX -4' Az=0
dx dz

which gives the direction of the tan-
gent to the contour at any point on it
to be

Ax - dpi/dz 6
Az dp/(6)

A step as = (AX2 + Az2) I is taken
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along this tangent and a density found
such that

Pi'(X+AX,z+AZ) =C+Ap. (7)

A correction is applied perpendicular
to the initial tangent along the new line

Az - +dpdx
Ax' dpi/dz

at a distance

Azf - ApAdp= dp' dp./dx \
dz' + dx'dpi/dz (8)

This correction (Eq. 8) is continued
until &p falls within a small pre-set
threshold. This hunt process (Eqs. 6
to 8) is continued until the entire con-
tour is traced out. Analogous equations
result for the total molecular density or
for any linear combination of molecu-
lar orbital densities.

Computer Program

When the molecular orbitals are ex-
panded in terms of a linear combination
of symmetry expansion functions

(p= p Cip) XPA,

where for convenience the expansion
functions possess the same symmetry
as the molecular orbital (2), then Eqs.
4 and 5 become

p(r) =e v j N | E XPA. (r) 2 (9)

pix. (r) = e- N.d.\ zCI . (r) 2 (10)

In going from Eqs. 4 and 5 the sum-
mation over a has been eliminated,
since it yields dx identical contributions.

Again dropping symmetry indices, Eq.
6 becomes

A [ Cir Ci2(Xp!! t+ix)

AZ CdXq + X dX
[[pq t\XPdx 'dx

(11)

In this study the expansion functions
,p used were the two center symmetry
Slater type basis functions employed in
self-consistent field calculations de-
scribed recently (2). The derivatives of
these functions can be evaluated in a

straightforward fashion.
I constructed general automatic pro-

grams for the CDC 3600 computer
with an on-line DD 80 plotter (at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory) which auto-

matically hunted and plotted a given
set of contour values for a single or

linear combination of molecular or-

bitals (pi in the expansion form for
either homonuclear or heteronuclear
diatomic molecules. With the use of
Eq. 10 a contour value was found,
and a contour line was hunted out by
proceeding along the tangent (Eq. 11)
a small increment and interating per-
pendicular to the tangent (that is, along
the new line ax'/Ay' = - Ay/Ax)
until the contour value was relocated
with 1 percent. By the repetition of
this process the entire contour was

traced out. Straight line segments were

Figs. 1-41 (next 3 pages). The shell models
of molecules. Diagrams 1-41 are contour
diagrams of the electron densities charac-
teristic of the shell models of the molecules
H.,, Li2, B2, C2, N2, 02, and F2. Both the
total molecular density and the constituent
shell densities are displayed at the experi-
mental internuclear distance of each mole-
cule. (He2, Be2, and Ne2, which are mem-
bers of this homonuclear series, are not
bound in their ground state and therefore
are not displayed.)
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Fig. 1 (left). Hydrogen Molecule Total Electron Density Con-
tours. Fig. 2 (right). Hydrogen Molecule 1 Sigma G Orbital
Contours.

Fig. 3. Lithium Molecule Total Electron Density Contours.

Fig. 7. Boron Molecule Total Electron Density Con-
tours.

Fig. 6. Lithium Molecule 2 Sigma G Orbital Contours.

es
Fig. 8 (left). Boron Molecule 1 Sigma G Orbital
Contours. Fig. 9 (right). Boron Molecule 1 Sigma
U Orbital Contours.

Fig. 10 (left). Boron Molecule 2 Sigma G Orbital Contours.
Fig. 12 (right). Boron Molecule 1 P1 U Orbital Contours.
25 FEBRUARY 1966

Fig. 11 (center). Boron Molecule 2 Sigma U Orbital Contours.
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Fig. 16. Carbon Molecule 2
Sigma G Orbital Contours.

Fig. 13. Carbon Molecule Total Electron
Density Contours.

OS
Fig. 14 (left). Carbon 1 Sigma G Orbital
Contours. Fig. 15 (right). Carbon
Molecule 1 Sigma U Orbital Contours.

Fig. 20 (left). Nitrogen Molecule I Sigma
G Orbital Contours. Fig. 21 (right).
Nitrogen 1 Sigma U Orbital Contours.

Fig. 22. Nitrogen 2 Sigma G Orbital Con.
tours.

Fig. 25. Nitrogen 3 Sigma G Orbital Con-
tours.

Fig. 18. Carbon Molecule 1 P1
U Orbital Cc itours.

U

Fig. 23. Nitrogen 2
tours.

I

Fig. 17. Carbon Molecule 2 Sigma U Orbi-
tal Contours.

Fig. 19. Nitrogen Molecule Total Elec-
tron Density Contours.

SIm

Sigma U Orbital Con-

Fig. 24. Nitrogen 1 P1 U
Orbital Contours.

Fig. 27 (left). Oxygen Molecule 1
Sigma G Orbital Contours. Fig.
28 (right). Oxygen Molecule I
Sigma U Orbital Contours.

Fig. 26. Oxygen Molecule Total Elec-
tron Density Contours.

I..(

Fig. 29 (left). Oxygen Molecule 2 Sigma G Orbital Contours.
Fig. 31 (right). Oxygen Molecule 1 P1 U Orbital Contours.

964

Fig. 30 (center). Oxygen Molecule 2 Sigma U Orbital Contours.
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Fig. 32. Oxygen Molecule 3 Sigma G
Orbital Contours.

Fig. 35 (left). Fluorine Molecule 1 Sigma
G Orbital Contours. Fig. 36 (right).
Fluorine Molecule 1 Sigma U Orbital
Contours.

Fig. 33. Oxygen Molecule 1
P1 G Orbital Contours.

Fig. 34. Fluorine Molecule Total Elec-
tron Density Contours.

Fig. 37. Fluorine Molecule
2 Sigma G Orbital Contours.

Fig. 39 (left). Fluorine Molecule 1 P1 U Orbital Contours.
Fig. 41 (right). Fluorine Molecule 1 Pl G Orbital Contours.

Fig. 38. Fluorine Molecule 2
Sigma U Orbital Contours.

Fig. 40 (center). Fluorine Molecule 3 Sigma G Orbital Contours.

then plotted between adjacent points,
thus yielding as computer time expo-
sures the smooth contour curves dis-
played in the figures. For the total den-
sity Eq. 9 and its derivatives were used.
The input to the program consists

of the symmetry basis functions Xpx.,
the orbital coefficients Cipx (10), the
internuclear distance R, a series of the
contour values desired with the asso-
ciated thresholds, and finally, the physi-
cal scale in which diagrams are to be
plotted. The output consisted of 35-
millimeter negative films of the dia-
grams presented here.

Results and Implications

In the figures the contours of density
associated with the homonuclear di-
atomic molecules constructed from first-
row atoms are given on a consistent
basis as defined in the key (Table 2).
Both the total molecular densities and
the orbital densities are displayed.
25 FEBRUARY 1966

A shell may certainly be visualized
in terms of these distributions of the
electrons assigned to that shell. In the
contour diagrams (figures) the difference
between shells is clear as the difference
in the value of electronic density in
corresponding regions of space and in
the overall pattern of contours. The dif-
ference between the same shells in dif-
ferent molecules is also of interest. See
Table 3 and the following groups of
diagrams: Figs. 1, 3, 7, 13, 19, 26,
and 34; Figs. 2, 4, 8, 14, 20, 27, and 35;
Figs. 5, 9, 15, 21, 28, and 36; Figs. 6,
10, 16, 22, 29, and 37; Figs. 11, 17, 23,
30, and 38; Figs. 12, 18, 24, 31, and
39; Figs. 25, 32, and 40; Figs. 33 and
41 (11).

I hope that, in addition to their
teaching value, these contour diagrams
of the shell model for these simple
homonuclear diatomic molecules, H2,
Li2, B2, C2, N., 02, and F2 will be
useful symbols which will stimulate
thought about chemical binding, steric
hindrance, and bonding and antibond-

ing orbitals, in addition to providing -a
correct and more complete picture of
the shell model where only a rudimen-
tary one, based primarily on hydrogen-
atom wave functions, existed before.
A number of concepts and changes

are best presented visually, but such vis-
ual presentations have been quite limit-
ed in the past because the labor involved
was prohibitive (6, 9). The completely
automatic programs developed now
make it easy to visually 'analyze a very
large amount of calculated data. Studies
of interatomic forces and the formation
of the chemical bond are underway in
which these programs are being used
to display the changes occurring in
electronic charge density as a molecule
forms (12).

In a study of molecular ioniza-
tion these automatic contour pro-
grams are being used to illustrate di-
rectly changes in the molecular charge
distribution which results from elec-
tron removal. In other theoretical work,
a pictorial display of configuration mix-
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KEY to DENSITY CONTOURS
la-, 2t 2cu I-u 3oWg fre

A 0 Q 8A 8 A B. A a A

Total

AZ
- -Z

Ico

A E
6.1 xI0" 0.25

6.1xlO- 1.0

6.1 xlI- 1.06.1xl045 1.06.1 x 1.0
6.1 x lo's l.0

6.1 x 10-5 1.0

6.1xl' 1.0 -

6.1x104 1.5 x 10T2
6.1ixl0 6.25x icr

6.1 x 10's 1.25 x 10'

6.1 x 10-5 2.25 x 10-'

6.1xIO4 2.5 x,1
6.1 x105 5.0x101 6.1 x 10 1.25x 01
6.IxlO-' 5.0xI0l' 6.WlOO 2.5 x 10-

Density unit e-/(bohr)3 SCALES: DIAGRAMS 1-41
1-1-I
2 bohrs

TABLE 3

12 bohes

Table 2. Value of contours. The diagrams indicate the general structure of each plot (Figs. 1-41). A labels the lowest contour value
plotted and B the highest contour value plotted in each molecule [except for the contours which rise to a value of 1.0 e/ (bohr)'
inside the 2, and 2qu node]. Adjacent contour lines differ by a factor of 2. Thus all contours plotted are members of the geometric
progression 2-N e-/(bohr)3 where N runs from 0 to 14. All plots are in a plane passing through the two nuclei. Dotted lines indicate
nodal surface.

Total
MOLECULE

li2 19

H29

Iag
MOLECULAR ORBITAL
lu 2ao 2cru Irru 3c9 In9 3cr,

I

I I..'.
U-
.-'---- ''- '-.-- ---------

Table 3. The shell model of m-olecules. This chart consists of contour diagrams of the electron densities characteristic of the shell
model of the molecules Hi, Li2, B2, C2, N2, 02, and F2. Both the total molecular density and the oonstituent shell densities are
displayed at the experimental internuclear distance of each molecule. (He2, Be2, and Ne2, which are members of this homonu-
clear series, are not bound in their ground state and therefore not displayed.)
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6.1 x 10-5 6.25 x 10'-
6.1 x 10-i 1.25 x 10

6.1xl0-5 2.5 x 10-'

6.1x05 2.5 x I0'

6.1 x -5 2.5 x 10-'

6.1xlO-° 7.81 x 10
6.1 x 10-° 6.25 x 10-a
6.1 x 10- 2.5 x - 10I'
6.1Ix,I- 2.5 x 10-'

6.1x 0-5 2.5 x 10'
6.1 x I0- 2.5 x 10'

L.,
sit

Ca
Na

R

iFt

'A a
6.1xI04 0.25

6.WO1lO 1.0
6.IxlO- 1.0
6.1xl04 1.0
6.IxlO-9 1.0

6.IxI04 1.0
6.Ixl0' 1.0

6.1x!0-" 1.0

6.I10'i.o
6.1xs- 1.0

6.1x 10- 1.0

6.1x10-5 1.0

6.1x 10 1.0

3

f2 I

,0.2

.N'e2"i{

EJe2ll:+9
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ing is also in progress which provides a
physical picture of wave function im-
provements and electron correlation as
produced by added optimal configura-
tions (13).

This work contains the development
of a new tool, namely, the synthesis of
programming skill, high-speed digital
computers, and linked analog devices
into a medium capable of efficiently
communicating certain types of new
information. Since many of us involved
in large-scale computational efforts are
often swamped by our own computer
output and are able to competently
analyze only a small fraction of the po-
tentially useful information we have
generated, this problem of communica-
tion is well worth consideration.

New York, N.Y.-In addition to
noise, clotted traffic, filthy air, grime, a
rising crime rate, and other accepted
burdens of city life, New Yorkers in the
recent past have experienced a water
shortage; an outbreak of violence in the
long, hot summer of '64 that ap-
proached civil insurrection; a series of
strikes that at different times banished
newspapers, shut the schools, and para-
lyzed public transport; and, of course,
the big blackout. They also held an
election which resulted in an upset vic-
tory in the mayoralty race, attributable,
in a degree nobody will ever calculate,
to voter exasperation over these vicis-
situdes.
The new mayor, Republican John V.

Lindsay, occupies office in a splendid
isolation produced by the ticket splitting
which left him to preside over an ad-
ministration in which the other elected
officials are mostly Democrats. Lindsay,
on top of everything else, is mayor of a
city afflicted with a continuing and
serious financial crisis. The new mayor's
resourcefulness is, therefore, being put
to a stern test, and one of his innova-
tions has been creation of a Scientific
and Technical Advisory Council.
25 FEBRUARY 1966
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formed of technological innovation and
prepare themselves for fruitful partici-
pation. Our educational and training
programs must be constantly reviewed
and revised and brought into line with
changing developments. Our work force
must seize novel challenges with new
enlightenment and our financial institu-
tions must embrace bold concepts of
creative capitalism."

Going on to cite the benefits of sci-
ence-oriented industry, Lindsay struck
another familiar chord when he noted
that federal expenditures for science
have soared and that "many communi-
ties across the country have benefited
immensely from this massive injection
of federal funds." But, he said, "New
York City has been short-changed. New
York City-which has half the manu-
facturing employees in the State-has
not received its fair share of federal
expenditures."
The inspiration and model for the

new council, not surprisingly, were also
Washingtonian. The concrete proposal
for creation of the council came from
Detlev W. Bronk, president of the
Rockefeller University, and in conjunc-
tion with John R. Dunning, dean of
the school of engineering and applied
science at Columbia, both of whom
are very familiar with the corridors of
scientific advice in Washington. Lind-
say immediately took up the idea and
appointed both to the council. Dunning
serves as chairman.*
The council is intended to be, not a

task force, but, rather, a continuing en-
tity. Its method of operation will take
some time to evolve, however, and it
is, of course, too early to predict how
effective the group will be.
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